
          

Single Leg Balance Test                         Results

Can you balance okay on your LEFT FOOT with eyes OPEN?           YES                 NO

Can you balance okay on your RIGHT FOOT with eyes OPEN?           YES                 NO

How many seconds can you balance on your LEFT FOOT with your eyes CLOSED? count: _____________seconds
(before having to put foot down)

How many seconds can you balance on your RIGHT FOOT with your eyes CLOSED? count: _____________seconds
(before having to put foot down)

If can you balance on one foot with eyes closed for a long time without putting your foot down, 
which foot feels more difficult?

         
         LEFT                RIGHT

Single Leg Squat Test Results 

When you do the squat on LEFT FOOT does the knee cap wobble or drift toward the midline of your body?           YES                 NO

When you do the squat on LEFT FOOT does the knee cap wobble or drift toward the midline of your body?           YES                 NO

Can you do 10 reps on LEFT without loosing your balance?           YES                 NO

Can you do 10 reps on RIGHT without loosing your balance?           YES                 NO

Star Excursion Balance Test Results 

When you do the test on the LEFT FOOT can you touch all 8 spots without loosing your balance?           YES                 NO

When you do the test on the RIGHT FOOT can you touch all 8 spots without loosing your balance?           YES                 NO

Which side do you find more difficult?           LEFT             RIGHT 

How far can you reach on the tape with your right big toe, while balancing on LEFT FOOT?
(measuring form the center intersection to the spot where your big toe reaches without losing balance). 

      
_____________centimeters

How far can you reach on the tape with your right big toe, while balancing on LEFT FOOT?
(measuring form the center intersection to the spot where your big toe reaches without losing balance). 

      
_____________centimeters


